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Improving efficiencies at Epworth HealthCare

Implementation and Benefits
Phased implementation of the compaction
units (four in total currently) commenced
in early 2013 with KS Environmental now
facilitating provision to a range of locations
and size facilities.
Some of the greatest areas of improvement
since the implementation of the compactors
have been:
• Better presentation and much tidier
dock area.
• Improvement in site cleanliness.
• More cohesive system.
• Accessibility and support of the provider.

Epworth HealthCare is Victoria’s largest
not-for-profit private health care group,
with eight hospitals in the Melbourne
metropolitan area. Epworth HealthCare
is renowned for excellence in diagnosis,
treatment, care and rehabilitation.
For many years the KS Environmental
Group have been providing waste services
to the Epworth Freemason sites. In 2012
the opportunity arose through a tender
process for KS Environmental to offer a
combined solution for Recycling and Waste
Management services, therefore delivering
greater benefits to all sites.

The solution
Through our Inhouse Engineering
capabilities and expertise, KS Environmental
was able to engineer and design compactors
to suit the specific site requirements.
In particular, aspects that needed to be
considered were:
• Tight loading dock situations at Epworth
Richmond and Epworth Eastern sites.
• A variety of clearance methods including
hand loading or bin lifters.
• Colour coding of units.

Work began between KS Environmental and
Epworth HealthCare to assess the situation
and how we could improve efficiencies
going forward. At this stage there was
a mix of different systems in place. The
new system incorporated a unified Fully
Commingled compactor system and
greater efficiencies to the major sites and a
comprehensive mix of recycling and waste
solutions for the smaller sites.

James Piplios - Executive Director of
Procurement and Facilities at Epworth
HealthCare said since the implementation
of the new units “we have found the system
to improve safety and reduce the time it
takes to dispose of waste”.
The KS Environmental Group as a whole
provide Epworth HealthCare with
Commingled and Cardboard recycling,
Liquid Waste services (through Eastern
Liquid Services) and other niche solutions
including Data Diversion reports by site/
material which allows Epworth HeathCare
to track and monitor its environmental
performance.
Looking to the future, the KS Environmental
Group will work closely with Epworth
HealthCare to adapt and improve systems
as necessary and we look forward to having
a long and successful relationship.
For more information on Epworth
HealthCare visit www.epworth.org.au.
Or if you would like to find out more
about our compactors please speak to
your current representative or email us on
sales@ksenvironmental.com.au and we
will get back to you.

Engineers drawings
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Talk to us about signage...
KS Environmental can offer you customised
signage with your business logo (generally
in A4 or A3 size) to supplement your bin
systems, see below some examples for the
most common waste streams.

Colour coding and imagery plays an
important part when it comes to educating
people on the correct disposal of materials.
KS Environmental offers clients colour coded
bins to their preference (Standards Australia
or custom). In some situations it’s relevant
to have accompanying signage with the bin,
for example a poster or sign above or near
the bin.

The KS Environmental Group would
like to thank our customers, suppliers,
business partners and friends for their
support in 2013.
This year has been an exciting one
for the KSE Group and has seen some
notable changes: the opening of our
liquid waste treatment facility, the
relocation of Eastern Liquid Services and
the introduction of our Facility Services
division.
Due to the nature of our business,
throughout the holiday period the
KS Environmental Group will be
operating every day as normal.
Management would like to thank all
staff that work through the festive
break and particularly on the public
holidays. These people help ensure our
business continues to run smoothly and
efficiently throughout this period.
I wish you and your families a happy
and safe holiday season, and once again
sincerely thank you for your loyalty and
goodwill throughout this year.
Paul Smith
Managing Director
KS Environmental Group

Plastic Bottles & Cups

Aluminium & Steel Cans

Glass Bottles

Paper & Cardboard

Organic Waste

General Waste
Only

Mixed Recycling

Best wishes for the
holiday season!

To ask about customised signs please speak
to your current representative.

Paper and
Cardboard

NO Paper towels/Serviettes
NO Glad/Cling wrap
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Recycling Week at Media House
November 11th - 17th marked Planet
Ark’s National Recycling Week. Recycling
Week is an annual campaign with the
aim of highlighting the environmental
benefits of recycling. Schools, businesses/
workplaces and communities are
encouraged to take part in various
initiatives and activities to promote the
importance of ‘reducing’, ‘reusing’
and ‘recycling’.

CBD have expressed interest in doing a
similar thing. Our Sales Representative,
Campbell Sanders will be working with
them to set the installations up. It’s
a great visual way to encourage and
emphasise the importance of recycling to
the tenants of the building.
If you think a similar installation could
be of interest to your business please
speak to your current representative.

Media House (in the city), in conjunction
with KS Environmental took part in
the campaign. A display was set up
in a prominent position in the foyer
showcasing colour coded bins with
signage to portray to the employees
how easy it is to put the right item in the
correct bin.
After being shown the Media House
display, other high profile buildings in the
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1. Alternate methods of cooking:
Instead of using your oven every day,
consider using your microwave or
barbequing. Heating your oven up adds
more heat to your interiors and therefore
requires your air conditioner to work
harder and longer.
2. Keep the hot sun out of your home:
When leaving your home, or when the
sun is at its hottest, pull your window
blinds down to block out warm rays. Your
interior spaces will feel cooler and your air
conditioner won’t work as hard.

energy saving tips
this summer
While we all look forward to the summer
months for warmer weather, and enjoying
the great summer nights, higher energy
bills are not welcomed.
But saving energy this summer shouldn’t
be a major challenge. Here are five helpful
energy saving tips to protect your wallet,
help the environment and keep you and
your family cool this summer.

3. Give your air conditioning a break:
Using a ceiling fan to move air around in
your home instead of air conditioning can
give a much needed break to your
air conditioner.
4. Take cooler and shorter showers:
Turn down the temperature of the hot
water to save energy. Decrease the
duration of your shower to save on your
hot water tank usage.
5. Spend more time outside your home:
Summertime is a perfect excuse to get out
and enjoy it! From swimming in community
pools to having a picnic or getting exercise
outdoors, spending less time in your house
will help your energy consumption bill.

The 12 Do’s of
Christmas
Christmas is a time of celebrations with
family and friends - the time of year
where we buy more, travel more and eat
more than at any other time of the year.
To help reduce the environmental and
financial impact of these festive activities,
Planet Ark has come up with 12 simple,
positive actions we can all do this year...
the 12 Do’s of Christmas.
Here’s just three of the ways you can
make a difference this festive season!
For the entire list of the 12 Do’s visit
http://12dos.planetark.org/

Source: http://freshome.com

Feedback welcome

SUGGESTION

BOX

We warmly welcome your feedback and
input. If there is any topic in particular
you would like to see in our newsletter,
or if you have anything you would like to
share, please let us know by sending your
feedback to:
caroline.peach@ksenvironmental.com.au

Electronic ‘Waste Not’
If you would like to receive future editions of ‘Waste Not’ electronically, please email us on wastenot-subscribe@ksenvironmental.com.au
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KS Environmental and Social Responsibility
In October of this year Paul Smith attended a fund-raising lunch to support the construction of a new primary school in Sesal, rural East
Timor. The primary school project is just one of the many ventures that the ‘Spend It Well’ organisation is involved in.

Spend It Well
Spend It Well is a charity that was setup in
2009 by a trio of Australian lawyers with the
goal of directly funding short-term foreign
aid projects. Currently the organisation
focuses on East Timor only but expects
to expand to include projects in other
countries in the future.
It works in collaboration with Her Excellency
Kirsty Sword Gusmao and the TimorLeste Ministry of Education and with
the assistance of Rotary Australia World
Community Service.
Each Spend It Well project is focused on
delivering a specific tangible result (for
example construction of schools). All
administration costs are separately funded,
so 100% of donated funds go directly to the
nominated project.

Sesal, East Timor Primary School Project
Three hundred and sixty children attend
Sesal primary school where there are only
two classrooms which can be used (see
photos to the right). Even with teachers
working two or three shifts over 12 hours,
the students only receive one or two hours
of schooling per day.
With the help of various fund-raising
activities, including a board room luncheon,
Spend It Well have raised the $100,000
required to upgrade the Primary School.
Plans are underway to build six new
classrooms, a teachers room and toilet
facilities and it’s hoped that construction
will be underway very soon.

Sesal Primary School - current condition

For more information on Spend It Well and
the projects they are involved in please
visit www.spenditwell.com

Sesal Primary School - current condition

Eastern Liquid Services
26 - 28 Souffi Place, Dandenong South, 3175
PO Box 94, Dingley, 3172
Customer Service: 1300 723 988
Email: admin@easternliquid.com.au
Or visit: www.easternliquid.com.au

Organic Environmental Solutions
26 - 28 Souffi Place,
Dandenong South, 3175
PO Box 94, Dingley, 3172
Customer Service: 1300 723 988
Email: admin@oesolutions.com.au

Who Will Village
- update
We are pleased to report that the
development of the office/school building
at the Who Will Village in Cambodia is
now complete. Here’s a couple of photos
of the new premises - it looks fantastic!
The KS Environmental Group are very
happy we were able to help make this
a reality and give the children a good
environment to learn and grow in.

Contact us:

KS Environmental/KSE Facility Services
544 Boundary Road, Dingley, 3172
PO Box 165, Dingley, 3172
Customer Service: 9551 7833
Email: custserv@ksenvironmental.com.au
Or visit: www.ksenvironmental.com.au
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